Introduction
The notion of a (Z,Q)-machine has been introduced by Zakowski in [6] . The notion of a (Z,Q)-machine is a generalization of the notion of Pawlak's machine [3] , of a k-machine [1] , of a simple continuous machine [2] and of a continous simple Ζ -machine [5j. The (Z,Q)-machine is an abstract model of computing machine which describes the three basic types of that device: digital, analog and hybrid computers.
Roughly speaking, a (Z,Q)-machine is a deterministic device which uniquely extends functions of η real variables defined on Ζ to functions defined on Q (The unique extension of computations is the common attribute of all the computers mentioned above).
In the present paper the idea of the description of the computing machine with the one input is generalised to the multiinput case. The behaviour of the (j,Q) -system depends on signals acting on each input and the interractions between them. This behaviour le described by -so called -{1,(1) -processes, whereas a computation and*a subcomputation of the (Z,Q) ~ system are the functions defined on the set of all the moments admissible for all inputs. It seems to the authors that the presented model of computing machine could be the new tool for investigations on the parallel and independent behaviour of multi-input systems.
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Basic notations and definitions
Let S be an arbitrary but fixed non-empty set,
-the set of all non-negative real numbers and -the set of all non-negative integers. Let η be an arbitrary but fixed positive integer.
If ae£* and 0 φ Uej?* then U& = [t eJt: t -ae u} . Let Qk , k = 1,...,n be an arbitrary subset of SC such that (1) V .and V V (QJa*Qk 1<k<n
Ukan asC^ K a K and let Z^ be an arbitrary subset of Q^ , k = 1,...,n fulfilling the following condition
η By Q we shall denote the set ,0 Q . Note that 0 K S 1 i C Jí¿cQq and for an y a6^0 * We alia · 1 · 1 also introduce the following notations: Z1 => Z,|*...*Zn> Q = Q.,* .. .* and Zg ='{(t1,...,tIl)eûj (t1-a1,...,tn-an)eû], where ä = = (a1,... ,an) e Q. The set of all mappings f : Ζ -S n such chat f = (ff ) and f ι Ζ -S , i = Ι,,.,,η is η denoted by ; similarly the set of all mappings f :û--S such that f = (f^...,^) and : Q^-S , i = 1,...,η is denoted by TQ . By Λια we denote the set of all operators A such that 0 Φ DA ε and RA e . By the Q -shift operator we mean the operator assigning to every mapping f : Zff--3 n , ä = (a1t...,an) the mapping f* : Ζ -S n such that w f (t1,...,tn) s f(t1+a1,...,tn+an 
The elements of the set DM are called the initial mappings of M and the elements of the set RM are called the processes of th&t system. If f = (f^,...,f n ) ie a process of the (Z,û) -system, then the mapping cp^. is called the computation of that system; the function fjj Q 0 , i = 1,...,n is called the i-th subcomputation of the system.
Por η = 1 the (Z,Q) -system is the (Z,Q)-machine [6j . In that case processes of the system are computations of the machine.
The (Z,û) -system can be said to be an abstract model of the computing device with informations coming from η independent sources. By Z^ we mean the set of all the momente such that informations from the k-th source (k,=1,...n) are supplied . Q^ is the set of all the admissible moments for the k-th source. Conditions (3) and (4) characterize the principle of work of the (Z,Q) -system. Condition (3) requires the unique extension of an n-dimensional information, whereas condition (4) secures the "closure" of RM with respect to -559 -"translations in time" at every possible moment for every source. By the computation of the system we mean the "display" of the process in the set of all the moments admissible for all sources.
2. The basic properties of processes and computations of the (Z,Q) -system Definition 2 .
A mapping ft ffl is said to be periodic iff there exists rc Qq such that the following condition is satisfied
t2) .
(tr...,tn)eû
If f = (ffß) e is a periodic mapping, then the mapping cp^ is periodic, moreover the functions f^ are the periodic functions of variable t.
Proof. Let re Qq be the element satysfying (5). Since condition (1) is true for Qq , then t +ttQQ for any tε Qo and we get the equality <pf(t+t) = f(t+r,...,t+r) = f(t,...,t) = <pf(t) .
The second statement follows from the structure of f. is such that f^ is Ζ -infective for some i , 1<i<n , then f is a (Z,û) -procesa.
The class of the (Z,Q) -processes is characterized by the following result.
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Theorem
If f« Tn is a (Z,Q) -process, then it satisfies exactly one of the following conditions: This system has the property that its set of i-th subcomputations, i = 1,...,n is (Z,Q) -computable for some Z,Q (not necessarly equal to Ζ^ and Q^) . 
